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8 If Jane is three times as old as her 
sister was two years ago, how old 
will Jane be in two years if her 
sister is now 6? 

In the questions below select one word from 

the top set of brackets and one word from the 

bottom set of brackets that can be put together 

to make a new word. 

E.g. (bar   tree  hit) 

       (from   gain   find) 

Answer - BARGAIN 

9 (tad life had) 

   

(pot pool pole) 

   

   

10 (slim pick shut) 

   

(pocket mind door) 

   

   

11 (sing back mine) 

   

(bone gel home) 

   

   

12 (blue empty hand) 

   

(time see bottle) 

   

   

13 (rain rein pin) 

   

(sir day drop) 

   

   

14 (sea in are) 

(close son try) 

   

   

   

15 (select tool motor) 

(east her ion) 

   

In the questions below complete the number 

sequences with the best number. 

Mark the correct answer on your answer 

sheet. 

E.g. 2   4   6   8   (?) 

Answer 10 

1 5 5 10 15 25 40 (?) 
       
       

2 8 4 12 6 18 9 (?) 
       
       

3 6 13 20 27 34 41 (?) 
       
       

4 41 36 32 27 23 (?)
       
       

5 63 54 46 39 33 28 (?) 
       
       

6 17 25 21 29 25 (?)
       
       

7 14 7 22 11 26 13 (?) 
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In the questions below select the word that 

best goes with each sentence.  Mark both 

answers on your answer sheet. 

Example 

Little is to 

(large   life    tiny) 

as true is to  

(tale   false   truth) 

Answer large   false 

23 Flock is to 

(sheep   fleck   gather) 

As pack is to 

(puck   wolves   case) 

24 Under is to 

(beneath   provide   over ) 

As exterior is to 

(invert   extrovert interior) 

25 Believe is to 

(suspect  choice  manner) 

As reveal is to 

(tell   show   conceal ) 

26 Rain is to 

(weather   cloud   rein) 

As hole is to 

(golf   dig   whole) 

  

27 Head is to 

(top   school   hair) 

As foot is to 

(shoe    bottom   ankles)    

28 Stand is to 

(tan   sit   legs) 

As is to moats 

(river   castle   oat) 

  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

In the questions below complete the letter 

sequences with the correct pair of letters.  

There is an alphabet to help you. 

Example 

AB CD EF GH IJ 

Answer KL 

16 NB   PY   RV   TS   VP   (??) 

      

      

      

17 LD   PZ   OV   SR   RN   (??) 

      

      

      

18 SF   TC   RD   UA   QB   (??) 

      

      

      

19 TE   YF   CG   FH   HI   (??) 

      

      

      

20 KB   FE   BH   YK   (??) 

       

       

       

21 OH   KG   ME   IB   KX   (??) 

       

       

       

22 KA   MX   OU   QR   SO   UL   (??) 
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In the questions below the three numbers in 

the brackets are related in the same way 

Find the number that complete the final group 

and mark it on the answer sheet. 

Example 

                 2   (4 )   2     5   (10)   5 

                             4   (?)    6 

Answer = 10 

29 14   (28)   2 5   (15)   3 

8   (?)   7 

  

30 7   (23)   3 8   (34)   4 

6    (?)   4 

  

31 17   (41)   24 19   (31)   12 

42   (?)   19 

  

  

32 84   (52)  32 45   (32)   13 

 61   (?)   12 

  

33 59   (33)   7 72   (42)   12 

42   (?)   32 

  

34 12   (6)   4 48   (16)   6 

18   (?)   2 

  

35 16   (36)   4 18   (30)   8 

27  (?)   3 

In the questions below select the letter that 

best completes the word on the left and starts 

the word on the right. 

Example 

gri ? og 

ha  ? oll 

Answer D 

36 unde ? oot 

heathe ? espite 

37 smok ? arn 

m ? xpert 

38 pol ? oop 

vea ? egs 

39 nigh ? ram 

gri ? urnip 

40 roun ? ove 

hoo ? ose 

41 mar ? ing 

lic ? ill 

42 el ? airy 

woo ? ortune 
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In the questions below you must choose one 

word from the top brackets and one word 

from the bottom brackets that are similar in 

meaning 

Example 

(high   clock   speak) 

(wish   elevated   more) 

Answer – HIGH ELEVATED 

52 (poor rich slum) 

   

(wealthy pounds home) 

   

53 (inspite motivate into) 

   

(respect outer inspire) 

   

54 (different cover symbol) 

   

(top dissimilar hurdle) 

   

55 (trench dent strand) 

   

(bench harvest ditch) 

   

56 (planet earth tree) 

   

(grasp grimace soil) 

   

57 (prove protect partial) 

   

(focus demonstrate reflex) 

   

58 (contest decide eat) 

   

(consume meal jumble) 

   

  

51 What month will it be in three months 

if five months before last month it was 

September. 

In the questions below you must match the 

number code to the correct word. The codes 

are not written in the same order as the words 

and one code is not there.  

You must then use the codes to answer the 

questions that follow:- 

STOP POLE SOAP VOTE 

3125 5264 3285

43 What is the word for 1253? 

44 What is the word for 8543? 

45 What is the code for OPAL? 

46 What is the code for SOLE? 

BOAT TOAD DATE BOOT 

4692 2697 7921 

47 What is the word for 4662 ? 

48 What is the word for 219? 

49 What is the code for DATA? 

50 What is the code for DOTE ? 
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

In the questions below find the next pair of 

letters and mark it on your answer sheet. 

Example 

BC is to DE 

As EF is to 

Answer GH 

66 EH is to NR  

 as XZ is to  

67 AO is to WM   

as RV is to  

68 EI is to PT  

as UP is to    

69 EA is to XU    

as ZT is to  

70 DG is to NS   

as CM is to 

71 OV is to RS   

as TM is to  

72  XY is to ZE  

as AC is to

In the questions below a three letter word has 

been taken from each of the words in capitals.  

Select the word you think is missing from the 

answer sheet. 

Example 

The CHER taught lots of lessons. 

Answer TEA 

59 The JL looked amazing in the ring. 

60 The traffic lights TED red at the last 

minute. 

61 Going to school is IMPORT. 

62 After I watched the long and boring 

movie I felt a little TD 

63 My teacher ALS gives me really 

difficult homework to do. 

64 My mother asked me to clean the 

DIS because she felt tired. 

65 COUNG sheep often helps me get to 

sleep 
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

In the questions the letters stand for 

numbers.Work out the answer to each sum 

and then mark the answer as a letter on the 

answer sheet. 

Example 

The code for DOG is is FQI 

Work out the code for ROT  

Answer = TQV 

73 The code for ODDLY is FAUIP 

Work out the word for EXJQP 

74 The code for JUNGLE is LYPKNI 

Work out the code for HEARTY 

75 The code for KILT is GEHP 

Work out the code for PAST 

76 The code for JUMPS is QBTWZ 

Work out the code for GRADE 

77 The code for BEACH is DGCEJ 

Work out the code for YACHT 

78 The code for KING is PPSN 

Work out the word for IVBU 

  

79 The code for HUNT is KCQB 

Work out the code for CLAN 

  

80 What day was it six days ago if three 

days before yesterday it was 

Thursday. 


